In improving the quality of their chess problems or compositions for tournaments and possibly publication in magazines, composers usually rely on 'good practice' rules which are known as 'conventions'. These might include, contain no unnecessary moves to illustrate a theme and avoid castling moves because it cannot be proved legal. Often, conventions are thought to increase the perceived beauty or aesthetics of a problem. We used a computer program that incorporated a previously validated computational aesthetics model to analyze three sets of compositions and one set of comparable three-move sequences taken from actual games. Each of these varied in terms of their typical adherence to conventions. We found evidence that adherence to conventions, in principle, contributes to aesthetics in chess problems -as perceived by the majority of players and composers with sufficient domain knowledgebut only to a limited degree. Furthermore, it is likely that not all conventions contribute equally to beauty and some might even have an inverse effect. These findings suggest two main things. First, composers need not concern themselves too much with conventions if their intention is simply to make their compositions appear more beautiful to most solvers and observers. Second, should they decide to adhere to conventions, they should be highly selective of the ones that appeal to their target audience, i.e. those with esoteric knowledge of the domain or 'outsiders' who likely understand beauty in chess as something quite different.
Introduction
A chess problem or composition presents potential solvers with a stipulation. For example, White to play and mate in 2 moves. They are typically considered works of art and therefore often described as 'beautiful' [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Composers usually adhere to many 'composition conventions' when competing in tournaments (or 'tourneys') in order to improve the quality of their problems. Examples include, contain no unnecessary moves to illustrate a theme, avoid castling moves because it cannot be proved legal, possess more moves in the solution that are also of the 'quiet' type and create a deceptive setting for the solver. A longer list is available in section 3.3.1 of [6] . A. Iqbal Conventions are also useful as a kind of standard so that "like is compared with like" [7] . A case has been made for how not all conventions are actually prerequisites for beauty; see section 3.2 of [6] .Regardless, many composers and players tend to conflate or confuse convention with aesthetics such that a 'good' composition (one that adheres to conventions) is a more beautiful one. Awardwinning compositions are therefore considered the most beautiful. We put this assumption to the test as it tends to lead to confusion in the world of composition and how others perceive their works. A selection of relevant material relating to computational aesthetics in chess can be found in chapter 2 of [6] . In the next section, we present our approach or methodology for this research. Section 3 contains details about the experiment and results. In section 4 we discuss these results. Finally we conclude the article in section 5 by presenting some closing statements and directions for further work.
Approach
In this research, we investigated three-move mate problems which are essentially positions where White is to play and can force mate in three moves against any defense by Black. We applied an experimentally-validated computational aesthetics model [8] to evaluate their beauty. The model has been demonstrated to be able to evaluate and rank this quality in chess problems in a way that correlates positively and well with domain-competent human assessment (not necessarily experts in the domain). It uses mathematical formulas as representations for well-known aesthetic principles and themes in chess. It also incorporates stochastic technology, i.e. the inclusion of some randomness. This means that the next time it evaluates the same composition the score could be slightly different. This is why for our experimental purposes, each composition was evaluated three times and the average score used. Additional information can be found in [8] .
The model assesses primarily 'visual appeal' (ibid.) which is what the majority of chess players and composers with sufficient domain competence (e.g. the clubplayer level or higher) understand by 'beauty' in the game. This includes, for instance, tactical maneuvers like sacrifices or combinations with a clear objective such as delivering checkmate. These are relatively straightforward and easy to understand. 'Depth appeal', on the other hand, is associated more with strategic or long-term maneuvers that require more specialized or esoteric knowledge of the game, particularly in relation to chess problems. It is an open philosophical question which has more 'right' to the term 'beauty'.
A chess problem is expected to be legal (possible in a real game, however unlikely), sound (has a unique solution) and 'original' [9] . The first two are 'technical' issues that, if in doubt, can be determined quite reliably using retrograde analysis and a good mate solver engine. The third typically depends on the experience of the human judge. Computationally, it is virtually impossible to account for unless a database of all previous compositions is made available. Since originality can only be determined ex post facto, if at all, and has little to do with the 'inherent' beauty of the problem itself, its aesthetic consequences are considered minimal given our experimental purposes. In addition to these three factors, 'economy' and 'aesthetics' are emphasized in the creation of chess problems (ibid.). The aesthetics model used takes into account all of them to varying degrees except for originality. There are conventions that relate to each of these five factors. In section 3.3.1 of [6] , for instance, there are over 20 conventions listed. They therefore cover the spectrum of what makes a problem a 'good' one and it should be clearer now why simple adherence to them is often confused with what makes a problem 'beautiful' to human observers.
Chess problems composed by human composers for tournament or publication purposes can therefore safely be assumed to abide by the most number of conventions. Those composed by computer can be controlled to follow fewer or even no particular conventions at all. Forced three-move sequences taken from actual games -which technically 'resemble' chess problems -can be assumed to abide by few, if any, conventions since the players have no such concerns during the game. This provides a reasonable basis of comparison for the role of conventions when it comes to beauty in the game.
CHESTHETICA, a computer program which incorporates the model, was used to compose, as required, three-move mate problems [10] and also evaluate the aesthetics of such sequences. Computer-generated compositions tend to feature just one forced line and fewer, more easily identifiable conventions. The composing module of the program is separate from the aesthetics-evaluating one. One might suppose that the latter should be usable to aid the former but doing so has proven to be exceedingly difficult. The ability to rank beautiful pieces of art does not easily translate into the ability to create beautiful pieces of art.
Experiment and Results
For our experiment, we tested four sets of chess positions and their move sequences, i.e. three sets of compositions and one set of forced three-movers taken from actual games. The first set consisted of 145 compositions by human composers taken from the 'FIDE Album 2001-2003' [11] . This is all that was available for our purposes. The second set contained 145 compositions generated by CHES-THETICA using both a 'random' and 'experience' approach. The latter approach relies on a database of human compositions to determine piece-placement probability. Further details are available in [10] .
These computer-generated compositions were constrained into adhering (randomly) to two, three or four conventions from a list of five namely, no 'cooked' problems, no dual in the solution, no 'check' in the key move, no captures in the key move and no key move that restricts the enemy king's movement. A chess problem is 'cooked' when there is a second 'key move' (i.e. first move) not intended by the composer. A 'dual' occurs when White has more than one valid continuation after the key move. These conventions were all treated as equal and are among those more reliably detectable using a computer. Manual detection would have been too tedious, inconsistent and prone to error.
The third set consisted of 145 forced three-move sequences taken from real games between two chess engines (Rybka 3 vs. Fritz 8) under 1-minute time controls, known as blitz chess. The first engine, always having the white pieces, is the stronger of the two and they were configured to play until checkmate took place. These are therefore sequences that resemble composed chess problems but lack their typical qualities. The fourth and final set is the same as the second set except that the composing approach was entirely random (no 'experience') and there were no convention filters, meaning that the compositions generated need not conform to any of the five listed earlier. The number of compositions evaluated in all four sets was kept consistent to minimize potential statistical issues due to different sample sizes.
The compositions in the first set can safely be assumed to adhere to the most number of conventions because they were created for 'official' purposes such as competition and publication. It does not matter if the conventions they adhere to are the same as those generated by the computer because there is no known hierarchy of importance with regard to convention. The compositions in the second set adhered to anywhere between at least two and at least four conventions. This is because there may have been conventions other than the five listed earlier that were not tested for but happened to occur by chance, however unlikely. In any case, this second set can be assumed to contain fewer conventions than the first set. The third set in all likelihood contained the fewest conventions because there is no motive to compose anything of beauty in a real game, especially in a blitz match between two chess engines. The fourth set contained logically fewer conventions than the second and lacked 'human' composing knowledge. Table 1 shows the results.
Table 1. Mean aesthetics scores of the different sets of compositions and sequences
In comparing just the first three sets, the mean aesthetics scores were all different to a statistically significant degree using a single-factor ANOVA (analysis of variance) test; F(2, 432) = 17.9, P < 0.001. Given the reducing mean aesthetics scores across sets 1 through 3, this suggested that adherence to conventions did contribute positively to the perceived aesthetics of compositions or sequences in the game. However, using a two-sample t-test assuming equal variances to compare sets 1 and 2, and a two-sample t-test assuming unequal variances to compare sets 2 and 3, only the latter showed a statistically significant difference; t(282) = 4.47, P < 0.001. This suggested that there was a limit to the role of convention when it came to beauty. Set 4 (in contrast to set 2) came into play to provide a more realistic basis of comparison by using similar computer-generated compositions and 'machineadherence' to convention. We found no statistically significant difference between the means of sets 2 and 4. This seemed to contradict the idea that conventions contributed positively to aesthetics. In the next section, we discuss these results in more detail.
Discussion
If we can accept that human compositions intended for competition or publication (set 1) adhere most to conventions, then it comes as no surprise that, on average, they are aesthetically superior assuming conventions do indeed improve the aesthetics of a problem. Using the same logic, computer-generated compositions that adhere to fewer conventions (set 2) should average lower, aesthetically. Even lower would therefore be sequences taken from real games (between chess engines, to boot) where conventions do not come into play at all (set 3). In comparing three such sets together, we find statistical evidence that this is all true.
However, in comparing them in pairs, we find that applying some conventions help 1 . This is because the difference between sets 1 and 2 does not appear to be statistically significant yet the difference between sets 2 and 3 is. The increment in the number of typical conventions applied going from none (set 3) to some (set 2) is apparently significant aesthetically but from some (set 2) to many (set 1) is apparently not. On the other hand, if we contrast set 4 (also none) against set 2 (some), we find that the use of some conventions is also irrelevant. Sets 2 and 4 have more in common than any of the first three sets do with each other so the result here should not be ignored.
In order to reconcile the last finding with the rest, we need to assume that there is, in fact, a hierarchy to the many different composition conventions, especially with regard to aesthetics. In other words, some matter and some do not. Furthermore, among those that do matter, some are likely more important than others. This is why the five conventions that applied to sets 2 and 4 had little aesthetic effect. Yet, this little effect was sufficient in contrasting the aesthetic difference between sets 2 and 3 even though in the case of the latter, the relatively crowded board and lack of planned economy in the real game sequences probably worked against whatever aesthetic content they had that might have compensated for those five conventions.
Set 1, having the most in terms of convention, suffered an inverse effect. This means that there were probably some conventions that had little to do with aesthetics and others that had more; these cancelled each other out aesthetically which is why there was no difference in comparing sets 1 and 2. While we acknowledge that there may be other explanations or ways of interpreting the results, the explanation provided above is what we believe is most likely the case and consistent with all the findings in this research. For the interested reader, Fig. 1 shows the aesthetically highest-scoring and lowest-scoring three-movers from all the four sets. Only the main lines and scores (in brackets) are given here.
Readers should not read too deeply into the precision of the scores because they are used primarily as ordinal data, i.e. for ranking purposes within a particular database of compositions or sequences. However, the aesthetics contrast between the highest and lowest scoring compositions and sequences should be evident to those with sufficient knowledge of the game.
Conclusion
Composition conventions are important in chess problems because they generally help composers create better works of art. However, the experimental work presented in this article suggests that not all conventions should be treated equally, especially when it comes to aesthetics or beauty as perceived by the larger community of domain-competent chess players and composers. These are people who need not be experts or possess esoteric knowledge of problems. Some conventions might even work against the typical conception of aesthetics in the game. The establishment of a standardized and recognized classification and 'hierarchy' of conventions with regard to their specific roles in chess problems would therefore be both practical and helpful. This would be useful to composers in tailoring their artworks to better suit their intended audience.
It is perhaps pertinent for experienced composers to realize that the term 'beauty', which they often use, actually carries different connotations outside the world of composition. This would help minimize confusion and frustration on both sides when trying to communicate chess problems as works of art. Any casual player -even with sufficient knowledge to recognize beauty in the gamewho has bothered to go through the detailed analysis of an award-winning chess problem, would be able to relate to this. Just as any experienced composer who has had to explain clearly why such a problem is 'beautiful' would as well.
One direction for further work in this area would be a replication of the experiment but using instead endgame studies which are compositions of a different class. This would be to see if the findings are similar. Another direction worth pursuing would be the development of a formalized, objective method of classifying and ranking conventions with regard to their roles in compositions. The knowledge and possibly technology gained from all this would likely improve the quality of automatic chess problem composition [10] and add significantly to the wealth of artworks available to us [13] .
